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Abstract
PROSEZ Neural ERP is so flexible, intelligent and integrated to

design, plan, supply, execute, control, adjust and predict
your company related objects in processes for

labors, customers & vendors.

Current ERPs are so rigid, unintelligent and separated that force you to shape 
your company to “Best Practice” in a long period with high costs. 

PROSEZ Neural ERP design to be flexible on processes, intelligent by ANN 
(Artificial Neural Network) and integrated with devices and equipment.

PROSEZ Neural ERP delivers high tech services, with less time and 10-30% 
less cost, base on “Best Harmony by Yourself” instead of “Best Practice”.
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Problem
Current ERPs shaped from last 90’s decade, they are:

- Rigid

- Unintelligent
- Separated

Rigid: All the ERPs structured on a “Best Practice”, this model is completely rigid and 

shape the Company. This structure is the best if all the conditions are the same as 

origin Company e.g. market, labors or tools. This “Best Practice” is not suitable for all 
Companies, they have their own SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities & 

Threats) not the origin Company’s SWOT.

Unintelligent: The ERPs based on logics, this was excellent but not enough for today. 

Now, Companies need more than logic, they need intelligence for decisions. A Manager 
defined as, Leader, Organizer, Controller or …, but today, a Manager need to be a 

“Predictor” and this is practical with suitable tool.

Separated: The new age push the current generation for less patient, less memory 

and less time. This generation use more tools and equipment and ERPs don’t support 
integration with all these tools. In different industries people use robots, scanners, 

scales, smart phones …, and ERPs need to integrate with them.
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Solution
We do our best to design PROSEZ Neural ERP with:

- Flexibility

- Intelligence
- Integration

Flexibility: PROSEZ Neural ERP design to be flexible on processes by the user not the 

supplier. This is very important for todays’ changing world. All the companies face to 

change of economic, market, material price, … and the business processes have to 
adjust with these changes. This flexibility have to be simple and fast with low cost and 

PROSEZ Neural ERP can support it. PROSEZ try to supply “Best Harmony by Yourself”.

Intelligence: ANN (Artificial Neural Network) is a tool which try to make processes 

with less human interaction. This tool tries to understand the human works and 
decisions and learn them. Then try to find the best pattern and go to similar decisions 

or extend the pattern to make predictions. PROSEZ use ANN for automatic decision 
making, predict processes and in near future process improvement suggestions.

Integration: PROSEZ Neural ERP supports integration with different simple tools to 
large equipment with standard protocols. The data from integrations can use in 

analysis and reports or in processes. The standard protocols use for these integrations.
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Benefits
At last using PROSEZ Neural ERP makes following benefits for user:

- Quality

- Time
- Cost

Quality: User of PROSEZ Neural ERP delivers more services with less efforts, have 

more time to mange tasks and less stress at work. These features are very important 
in business crises, when the function of adoptable tools is very important.

Time: the most valuable asset of any company is time. PROSEZ Neural ERP helps the 

labors to use less time for tasks, they can do tasks faster with changeable ERP and 

ANN (Artificial Neural Network) tool. 

Cost: At end, PROSEZ Neural ERP make lower cost and investment with “Best 
Harmony by Yourself” and use of modern technology. This lower cost also appears in 

number of labors which can be 10-30% less, respect to current ERPs. 

These features is a try to show “The Future is Simple”.
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